CALS Funding Opportunities May 8, 2017

FFAR to Release Farm Animal Welfare Grant Opportunity in June

The Foundation for Food and Agriculture Research is planning to release a Request for Applications in June for the Protein Challenge Area, one of FFAR’s seven challenge areas. The RFA will solicit projects on farm animal welfare. Interested researchers can join the Protein Challenge email list or contact Tim Kurt (tkurt@foundationfar.org). More

Funding Information, Opportunities and Deadline Reminders
Dates listed are application deadlines. Contact: Roxanne Clemens, rclems@iastate.edu
Additional information is posted at CALS Pre-Award Resources.

May 24 (brief proposals): Robert Wood Johnson Foundation - Health Data for Action; $150,000 and $750,000. More

June 1: National Academy of Science and Rita Allen Foundation - Building Capacity for Science Communication Partnership Awards; $37,500, collaborative science communication researcher-practitioner partnerships. More

June 5, Oct. 5: NIH Modeling of Infectious Disease Agent Study Research Projects (R01); develop and apply computational tools and methods for modeling. More

June 8: Department of State Supporting Tunisia’s Agribusiness Sector; $600,000. More

June 30: Copernicus Masters: Big Data Big Business Challenge by CGI. More

June 30: Department of State, U.S. Mission to India - Youth Entrepreneurship Network: Innovate, Ideate; $54,000. More

Aug. 23: NSF Research Experiences for Undergraduates. More

Oct. 1 (letter of intent): Whitehall Foundation Research Grants and Grants-in-Aid; basic research in neurobiology; contact ISU Foundation (cfr@foundation.isu.edu) to express interest. More

Continuous: NIH Center for Inherited Disease Research High Throughput Sequencing and Genotyping Resource Access (X01). More